
BING YIN WAN
(ANGUS)
Frontend / Web Developer

work@12a.app
(+44) 07767 591079
London, UK
linkedin.com/in/anguswan12a
github.com/angus6b23
portfolio.12a.app

SKILLS
Programming Languages

HTML, CSS, Javascript (ES6+),
Typescript
Bash

Framework and Libraries
React, Vue.js, Node.js, Express, Redux,
JQuery, i18next, Next.js
Vite, Webpack, Electron
Cypress

Misc.
Linux, Git, Kanban / Trello, Docker,
Postman, Figma
Passionate, Team player, Attention to
details, Quick learner, Problem-
solving

EDUCATION
Master of Science
Sports Medicine and Health Science
The Chinese University of Hong
Kong

2018 - 2020

Bachelor of Science
Physiotherapy
The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University

2012 - 2016

LANGUAGES
Cantonese: Native
English: Fluent
Japanese: Competent
Mandarin: Capable

CAREER OBJECTIVE
Started building sites as a hooby, I am driven to make it transits into my professional
career. I am intrinsically motivated to explore and master emerging technologies,
eagerly diving into practical experiences. My aspiration is not only creating visually
engaging apps and websites, but to make the internet a better place through
participating into its process.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Physiotherapist
Hospital Authority and freelance

2016 - 2023 Hong Kong
Collaborated with 30+ staff and other disciplinary members to provide a
cohesive, holistic care plans in in-patient, out-patient and elderly home settings
Carried out assessment and treatments for 15+ patients suffering from acute
and chronic musculoskeletal and neurological conditions per day in out-patient
setting
Maintaining physical wellness and providing necessary treatment for 200+
elderly in a elderly home
Providing training and assessment to ensure the competence of assistance
staff

Web development Bootcamp
Cogrammar / HyperionDev (in partnership with the University of
Nottingham)

March 2024 - current London, UK
The bootcamp aims to introduce and equip web development knowledge by
completing practical activities
Acquired hands-on experience with popular web development libraries,
including React and express
Strengthened javascript abilities within six months, enhancing both coding
proficiency and front-end development best practices
Porfolio: www.hyperiondev.com/portfolio/BY24020013642/

PROJECTS

Kiku
React, Redux, Typescript, Tailwindcss, Framework7, Electron, i18next

An alternative Youtube frontend for playing music on desktop utilizing open-
sourced youtube front-ends
Github repo: https://github.com/angus6b23/kiku

HK Transport
Vue.js, Typescript, Node.js, Ionic, Leaflet.js, i18next, Express, Android,
PWA

An full-stack application for viewing major modes of transport in Hong Kong,
available on Google Play, f-droid or as PWA
Live site: https://hk-transport.12a.app
Github repo: https://github.com/angus6b23/hk-transport

Getsu
Vue.js, Tailwindcss, Daisy-UI, RESTful API

A simple, yet customizable printable monthly planner generator leveraging apis
for displaying holidays
Live site: https://getsu.12a.app
Github repo: https://github.com/angus6b23/GeTsu
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